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    FE LLOWS H I P M I SS IOn StatE M E nt

I am honored and proud to have been asked by the sitting Fellowship Board to become the next 
President of the Fellowship of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. As you all may know this 
is a very old and wonderful organization that has been in existence since 1897. 

Our slogan, Artists Helping Artists Since 1897, is just what I intend to continue to do when I take 
office this July. I see the Fellowship as a bridge between connecting the recent grads with the 
hundreds of former Alumni who all have this one thing in common, their learning experiences at the 
Academy.

Maureen Drdak has worked tirelessly for the last four years as a brilliant and creative leader and 
they will be big shoes to fill!

I have been painting for over fifty years and as you find on my website I have been an active and 
exhibiting painter throughout those years. I am currently a member of James Oliver’s New Hot-Bed 
Gallery and have been a Fellowship member since my art school days at Pafa where I was awarded 
a Cresson traveling scholarship in 1966. My work is represented in many private, museum as well 
as corporate collections including: Aramark Corporation, Philadelphia, PA; Capitol One Corporate 
Offices in Delaware; Bryn Mawr College, PA; Fidelity Bank, Philadelphia. PA; Insurance Company 
of North America, a CIGNA Corporation, Houston, TX; Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis, Phila-
delphia, PA; The State Museum in Harrisburg, PA; WIP Radio Station, Philadelphia, PA; Woodmere 
Art Museum, Philadelphia, PA; Amber Road Corporation, Shanghai, China.

Also, I come with a firm knowledge of the digital, print and marketing world as the owner of Sos-
sonDesign where I spent all of my working career running that fine art publishing business. I spent 
my life looking at and reproducing art for artists, museums and galleries.

I plan to extend the membership with perks like periodic artists talks and panels in addition to our 
annual FAME exhibition. I will be creating a free Emailable pdf exhibition catalogue of this years 
show at the Hot-Bed Gallery.

My mission will be one of vigorous outreach to all PaFa alumni.


